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 THE MEANING OF JM?N AND ISLAM IN THE
 QUR'AN

 ABDUL KHALIQ KAZI

 In the second and third centuries of Islamic era Muslim
 theologians were busy defining the words iman and mu'min. The
 believers were now many, exhibiting a great variety in ways of life
 and outlook, differing in their conformity to the inherited socio
 religious pattern and holding an incredible variety of views from
 extreme right to the extreme left?all within the framework of, or
 at least made to fit into, the Qur?n-Sunnah thought, with yet
 undefined and uncanonized had?th a convenient and elastic element
 in that Qut?n-Sunnah framework.

 When views that relate to the essence of their faith are sharp
 and dogmatic and apparently opposed to each other, where the
 truth must seem either/or, time would then be ripe for defining the
 essential and the fundamentals. Similarly, when conduct breaks
 away from the norm set by Qur'an-Stmna/t, or supposedly set in
 the light of Qur'ln-Sunnah, and this divergence from norm reaches
 a serious proportion or even sets a different norm, in such a case
 several fundamental questions must arise, such as (a) What is the
 norm ? (b) Is the norm fundamental ?, etc. This is the background
 to controversy around the definition of iman.

 The vague but pressing search for the fundamental that would
 be a criterion for judging the right or wrong of a claim on the part
 of a person to be a believer appeared first of all in the form of a
 crude question: What is the position of a person who commits a
 grave sin ? While it is, no doubt, a primitive theological question,
 it, nevertheless, adequately expresses a basic search. When the
 three possible answers to it had been given, that he was (0 an
 infidel, (it) still a mumin, (Hi) neither an infidel nor a mumin, the
 stage was set for one of the most fundamental and crucial questions,
 viz : What is iman ? Answers to this question were in some
 cases expressing a principle already implied in the positions adopt
 ed by various bodies among the believers in answer to the first
 question. Briefly the views expressed were: ?
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 228  ABDUL KHALIQ KAZI

 Kb?riji: Im?n is belief in heart and profession of that belief
 through the tongue accompanied with abstinence from all
 sins.

 Mu'tazilah and Shi'I : Im?n is belief in heart and profession
 of that belief through the tongue accompanied with absti
 nence from major sins.

 Sh?fi'i and Ahl al-Had?th: Im?n is word and deed ; acts of
 obedience are part of im?n; but im?n is possible without
 corresponding deeds, i.e., man will not be declared an
 infidel in default of them.

 M?turid? : It is belief in heart and its profession by tongue.
 Ash'ari : It is belief in heart only.
 Murji'ah : It is knowledge of God only plus profession.
 Karr?mi : It is profession by tongue only.1

 We do not require a very critical insight to be able to see in
 these views on im?n the varying standards accepted for inclusion of
 a person in the community of mu'min?n. We can see that Khawarij
 followed by Mu'tazilites and Shfites set the highest standard
 which would allow only a small group conforming to that standard
 to claim to be a mumin ; the rest of 'the people of Qiblah' were
 considered either infidels or a category by themselves, i.e., neither
 mumin nor k?fir. Most of the orthodox views aiming at avoiding
 a complete break between members of community at widely vary
 ing levels of piety and goodness include in their definition of im?n
 that element which is common to all and exclude that element
 which is present in some and absent in others. Those who believe
 and say so are mvimin?n without any consideration to the actual life
 they lead. Im?n lay in verbal expression of belief, uttered by all,
 not in living expression managed by a few. Im?n lay in the
 minimum one can do, not in the maximum one should do. As Im?n
 could not vary in quality (J? yazid wa l? yanqus) and conduct did
 not count towards it, the word mumin could be applied equally to
 Ab? Nuw?s and Hasan al-Basri.

 The logical conclusion of the views of exponents of Orthodoxy
 in the lowering of the standard of im?n must have made many
 unhappy. B[haw?rij and Mu'tazilah were certainly not willing to
 allow the use of the word mu'min so indiscriminately. The need
 would therefore arise for finding a more acceptable term for those
 who did not qualify to be called mumin?n. The term k?fir was
 destructive, f?siq was abusive, mumin f?siq was in the eyes of the
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 THE MEANING OF ?M?N AND ISL?M  229

 Mu'tazilites, an offensive juxtaposition of a word of praise and a
 word of abuse. They must, therefore, look for a suitable designa
 tion elsewhere. What about the word muslim ?

 It is not being suggested that the word muslim came out of
 nowhere, or that it was not used previously. The point to note is
 the new connotation given to the term and the choice made, as we
 shall presently see it was a choice, in favour of the term muslim as
 distinct from, and in place of mu'min where the latter could not be
 used and even ultimately to replace it completely as is evident
 today.

 It is significant to note that throughout the formative period
 of Muslim Theology the discussion is basically on im?n and mu'min
 and not on islam and muslim. The refusal on the part of K&awlrij
 and Mu'tazilites to apply the term mu'min to sinners and the heat
 generated by this refusal quite strongly indicate that the followers
 of the Prophet Muhammad were called mumin?n. The caliphs
 from 'Umar onwards were titled amir aUmu minin not amir al
 muslimin. In the Qur'Sn itself the nomenclature for the believers
 in Muhammad and his message is lj**T and ?>?-*>JI as shown in
 ijW'j ?j*U #JJIj \yj ?jj| ?l (II : 62) and 2>l ?jJujJItcl ( : 10)
 and other similar verses which are very consistent in using the word

 CjL4jJ\ and its derivatives for this particular group of people, i.e.,
 the followers of the Prophet Muhammad just as and c?jW*? are
 used as nomenclatures for communities of Jews and Christians. To
 this, however, we shall return later.

 What is isi?m and how does it stand in relation to Iman must
 have become an issue in the first half of the 2nd century for it to
 have gained a place in Ab? Han?fah's al-Fiqh al-Akbar where it is
 briefly said that, from the language point of view there is a differ
 ence between iman and islam as iman means aUiqr?r wa 'l-tas?iq
 and islam means al-inqiy?d wa -taslim. But one is not possible
 without the other, i.e., iman without isi?m or islam without iman.2
 The commentator adds that Aba Hanifah here is advocating the
 view of the people who hold that the two words are synonymous.3

 Al-Ash'ari, however, in his aUIb?nalrfi declares that isi?m is
 more general than im?n and that not every islam is iman, meaning
 thereby that application of the term al-isl?m is wider and could in
 fact be applied to anyone who cared to call himself a Muslim,
 whereas mumin is limited in its application.

 Strange as it may seem, the above view reflects the Mu'tazilites'
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 stand which is well summed up by al-Bazdawi: "According to th?
 Mu'tazilites and R?fidites, one is different from the other. There
 fore, in their view, a person who commits a grave sin is a muslim
 but not a mu'min. So, if someone made a will in favour of poor
 mumin?n the money will not be distributed to those guilty of grave
 sins, nor indeed to the Sunnites. The money in such a case will
 only be given to the Mu'tazilites and the Sht'ites. But if the will
 is in favour of poor muslim?n, the money could be given to the
 poor from all the people of Qiblah."5

 In all the cases where difference between iman and islam was
 advocated, the following verse was quoted in support :

 j ole VI J-Jb ? j ULI IjJy !>uj? Ji iLT v'^Vl cJU
 (XLIX: 14)"

 The above discussion shows the causes underlying the con
 troversy as well as the direction it was taking. The whole situa
 tion is summed up by al-Shahrist?ni in hisiC. al-Milal wa -Nihal.
 After quoting the famous tradition, in which islam, iman and ihs?n
 are defined,6 he goes on to say : "So the Prophet has differentiat
 ed in the meaning of the words al-isl?m and al-im?n. Al-isl?m
 therefore, may be used to mean outward submission and as such it
 is equally applicable to a believer and a hypocrite." After quoting
 the verse XLIX : 14 he says, "It shows that even the Qur'an
 differentiated between the two." Al-Shahrist?n? then adds : "On
 this basis the world al-muslim?n will cover both those who will be
 saved and those who will perish."7 Here al-Shahrist?n ? is not giving
 a sectarian view, rather it is presented as a universally accepted
 opinion on the basis of which he proposed to include in his book
 all kinds of sects in its chapter on al-muslim?n. Muslim had thus
 become the accepted nomenclature, completely replacing m?'min
 of the earlier usage. This replacement is noticeable in earlier
 theological works where, even while discussing iman, the nomen
 clature adopted is muslim. Hadith reflects this process of change
 in its more frequent usage of the words aslama, isi?m and muslim?n
 than Im?n, amana and mu'min?n in contrast to the Quran. Today

 a person reads formulae of iman, viz., ?II j c*uT and
 becomes a muslim. The adoption of the name al-Ikhw?n
 al-Muslim?ns while based on the Quranic concept of Oj^>JI til
 'h^ (XLIX : 10) is a clear example of this complete replacement,
 that has taken place.

 In this process two things are to be particularly noted. The
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 word mu% min has been saved and despite the views of the Kar
 r?mites and some of the Murji'ites, it has been allowed to retain a
 high status. Rather, indirectly, it has enhanced its status. Now
 the word has a romantic association with the Companions of the
 Prophet. For example, Iqbal's mard-i-mumin, therefore, appears
 more meaningful and significant than if he had used the term
 mard-i-muslim. But the elevation of im?n and mu'min was
 accomplished at the cost of islam and muslim.

 The second thing would already have been noted by the reader
 that the verse XLIX : 49 quoted above must have been an im
 portant factor in the connotation that the word muslim was given,

 due to the contrast shown between and m it is.
 therefore, necessary to look at this verse more closely, but before
 we do that we should first of all familiarize ourselves with the
 usage of these two words and their derivatives in the Qur'?n. We
 should aim at discovering the distinctive meanings conveyed by
 these words in the context of their usage in the Qur'?n.

 In the Quran the first thing that strikes one looking for
 instances of where the two words have been used is the great
 abundance of the word ?mana and its derivatives compared with
 which aslama and its derivatives appear to be very infrequent.
 Secondly, the ?wmna-group begins to appear fairly early in the
 Meccan verses while the aslama-gtoup is later in appearance,
 definitely after the sixth year of the Prophet's preaching.

 While it is extremely difficult to be sure of the chronological
 order of chapters and verses of the Qur'?n, a general division into
 periods is possible without claim, of course, for chapters so divided
 to be in any way exclusive to one period or another. We are some
 times helped in this by Hadith describing the circumstances of the
 revelation of a particular verse or a group of verses, but often we
 have to rely upon the content, i.e., the subject matter or the style
 and choice of words. There is, of course, the broad division which
 puts the long Madani chapters in the beginning of the Qur'?n and
 the short early Meccan ones at the end, most of the rest being
 either Madani or middle and late Meccan. For the purpose of our
 enquiry, this will have to do.

 We begin our enquiry by looking into chapters from al
 Muzammil (LXXIII) onward, most of which are early Meccan
 except for al-Bayyinah (XCVIII) and al-Nasr (CX). In these
 chapters we clearly find a gradual development of the terms used
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 for following the teachings of the Prophet Muhammad and
 ultimately of the term used as nomenclature for his followers.
 Note these expressions :

 Ui I ?** Ui I ui

 ? ?** Ui w ' ?

 (LXXXVII: 9-15)

 (XCI : 9-10) uCi vii. jg j ?fj ^ gUI Jt? (r)
 jj I Ui I Ui i ui I Ui

 cP: j cS/**^ ?^jwU*?? ^.ju*?JU (jXp j^^'j^^^' 0?* ^1? (v)
 ? Ui a # I ui # t ? ?

 (XCII : 5-18) -JU

 (XCVI : 9-12) ?jt?t*
 UI vU Ui Ui I Ui

 CLXXX : 1-4) )
 The above verses describe the nature of change in a person,

 in his attitude and conduct, when he has listened to the Prophet
 Muhammad and followed his teachings. Phenomena or the essence
 of phenomena of this tremendous change and the moving experi
 ence in his followers is given no particular name. Qhikr? and h?d?
 stand out as summing up the basic element in revelation (God's
 communication to man). Tasdiq is the human response followed
 by tadhakkur and tazakki describing their inner experience. 'Atd\
 taqw? and sal?h could be described as the visible phenomena
 accompanying the inner experience. In this period the followers
 of the Prophet Muhammad are spoken of as #JJI ( * Vii-li
 (LXXIII:20), & (LXXVII : 41), jlrfVl (LXXXII : 13) and
 ?bl** (LXXVI : 6). But soon afterwards a new expression is
 introduced. At this stage of our knowledge of the chronological
 order of the verses of the Qur'an it seems nearly impossible to
 know the exact verse where ?mana or mumin was used for the first

 time, but the following verses are most probably among the early
 ones :

 I^uT^jAJI fjaJU-?j?*?4 Ij^T ??jJ! IjJlT l^^l ??JJI?)I (|)

 (LXXXIII : 29 and 34) ?jfain ^
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 * * * ir

 (LXXXIV : 20-25) <k?~ js? ^1 ^
 I-? (** 3 l?a1^ (** ?l ?>>-*JJ1 olijUJI ?>uVl cJ^rl (r)

 (LXXXV : 4-11) j^l jy?\ ?S? b ^\ l??
 Here in these verses we experience no difficulty in understand

 ing who are the people meant by u?^' and ?>i>JI and oIjuJJI.
 There is not the slightest doubt that these words refer to the
 followers of the Prophet Muhammad. But the expression is new,
 there being no background to its usage in this or a similar sense
 in the pre-Islamic Arabic language. The only authenticated pre
 Islamic usage of amana is in the sense of giving protection.

 When, therefore, the theologians of the 2nd and 3rd centuries
 and the lexicographers later on tell us that amana literally means
 tasdiq, they in fact are telling us what became the literal meaning
 of amana under the impact of its characteristic usage in the
 Qur'?n. Lis?n al- Arab quotes no example from the pre-Islamic
 Arabic poetry to corroborate that al-im?n is tasdiq. So the
 case is not that amana was previously used to mean saddaqa
 therefore it means saddaqa in the Qur'?n also. Rather it would
 have been truer to say that it seemed to us that the Qur'?n
 meant saddaqa when it said ?mana and hence it has also become
 the normal usage of the word. But by putting it the other
 way, in identifying amana with saddaqa on the presumed basis of
 a pre-Qur'?nic usage, a limitation has been placed on its meaning
 in the Qur'?n. The meaning of the word ?mana as saddaqa has,
 to say the least, been fixed on a wrong basis. The meaning of
 ?mana in the Qur'an should, indeed, be sought in the Qur'?n
 itself, in its characteristic usage in a variety of places expressing a
 complex of ideas. The richness of its meaning may be seen in
 that it now (in these latter verses) alone stood to say what was
 previously expressed by a variety of words noted in the first group
 of verses quoted above. The underlying vision where the veil of
 kufr has been removed, the receptive mind to the Divine truth is
 washed clean of distorting impurities (i.e. ^S^J ?A^' the
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 accompanying experience gained in the realization of the one and
 only relationship between man and God that of %ahadiyah and its
 manifestation in al-zak?h, al-salah, dhikr Allah, al-taqwa, and
 al-birr?all these constitute the meaning of iman when the Qur'?n

 says 6>u>JI gtil a? (XXIII : 1). The Hadith such as ?tcVl & VilkJI
 and J i?3? V Jl>" etc., can only be understood in the light of
 a comprehensive meaning of iman suggested above.

 While this comprehensive meaning continued to be associated
 with this word, it, in the remainder of the period of revelation,
 develops two more specific meanings already implicit in the earlier
 more comprehensive meaning. One is tasdiq i.e., belief, the inner
 experience of energy-liberating and vitalizing cognition of truth
 and being receptive to God's will. Wherever this meaning is

 intended Ij^T is almost always followed by c**LJI I^Lx. One
 wonders if Iman there only means tasd?q. As a matter of fact, it

 is this separate mention of c**l*aJI I^Lc that appears to reduce the
 meaning of im?n in those verses to belief only. In the light of
 these verses al-amai al-s?lih would be the outward expression of
 al-im?n or better still its visible aspect, which the Qur'an wished
 to emphasize by isolating it from al-iman.

 The other specific usage of some of the derivatives of amana
 is as a nomenclature for the followers of Muhammad, developing
 its significance as a term out of its usage as a brief description for
 their total experience and the ensuing distinct personality and
 identity. Henceforth amana meant to follow Muhammad and
 enter that experience. The word began to be used to express

 one's will to do so. The verse ?ol^Vl cJU (XLIX : 14) is a clear
 proof that this was the custom. The Qur'?n thus uses the words
 Oy-?>JI folujJI and L^-*T ??^1 as names for those who have expressed
 their will to follow Muhammad. And, as if to remind them of the
 full import of iman the Qur'?n sometimes details its meaning such
 as in :

 ^UJ ^*JI Ijixiij p5Cj ljju?ij IjJbUj l^rjl l>u? ??J?l l*?! b (0
 (XXII : 77) ?yt?

 yJJI ?* ?jj?Ij ?j*?t?> f&%0 J o^JI ?jjujJI ^Ul J* (T)
 (XXIII : 1-4) 0>UU sjTjU ^ ???Jlj t ?j?j**

 These words, therefore, throughout the Qur'an mean the
 followers of Muhammad with ideals and identity of their own as
 distinct from other communities such as Jewish and Christian,
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 THE MEANING OF IMAN AND ISL?M  235

 This is brought into clear relief in the chapter al-M?'idah (V)
 where the Qur'?n repeatedly addresses the believers by the phrase

 LU

 j^T??iJI l&l U. Probably the most indicative in this regard are the
 verses where > is used for followers of Muhammad in
 contradistinction to Jews and Christians such as in :

 (V : 69) O?yt * Vj <-?>? UJU J** j
 Islam is different from ?m?n first of all in that it had a basic

 secular meaning in Arabic before its usage in the Qur'?n. Though
 there is no evidence of the occurrence of the 4th form in pre
 Islamic poetry, other forms do occur. But as the word is sometimes

 used in the Qur'?n in what may be regarded its basic meaning
 of surrender and submission, (XXVII : 31), it may be presumed to
 be a continuation of its pre-Qur'?nic usage or at least incorporating
 the essential idea of the root word s.l.m. which also means sub
 mission. The point being made here is that whereas iman derives
 its meaning almost exclusively from its usage in the Qur'?n, it is
 not so in the case of isi?m. A certain basic meaning (surrender of
 price, goods, self when defeated) continues and, therefore, its
 religious meaning in the Qur'?n must, at least initially, be related
 to its basic meaning. It is, of course, always possible for a word,
 through long process of change and development and through
 association of ideas taking it from one step to another, to come to
 mean something seemingly entirely unrelated to the original mean
 ing, but this does not seem to have happened to aslama.

 It is significant that aslama and its derivatives do not occur
 in the Qur'?n till the second half of the Meccan period at a time
 when persecution was at its worst. The forces in the hands of
 pagan Quraysh were being applied with full vigour against the
 followers of Muhammad. When it became unbearable, some
 migrated but not everyone was in a position to do so. It was a
 matter of life and death. Torn between the call of God and
 oppressive might of Satan the followers of Muhammad had to
 choose between an obedient response to the call of God or defeat
 and surrender to the fires of persecution. Therefore, their con
 tinuance in the path they had chosen confirmed that they had
 fully surrendered themselves to God. The mu'm?n?n therefore
 were muslim?n. The believers following previous prophets had
 similarly bad to make their choice and were muslim?n. The pr?
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 phets were muslim?n also.
 Here Qur'?n is introducing a new insight into the nature and

 history of religion. The Qur'?n shows that the essence of religious
 experience is man's submission to the call of God. That is the
 gist of what the prophets always taught. History of Religion is
 epitomized when the Qur'?n says, speaking of Abraham :

 I m I Ul III

 (II : 131-32) ?j*L*. p\ j VI Jiy 5^ #oJI ol
 The religion is one and that is Islam. There cannot be any other.
 Without Islam any so-called religion would fail to be a religion.
 Religion is a form through which man relates himself to God. For
 as long as God is God and man is man, the relationship basically
 must remain the same. Each thing has a specific nature and its
 acts are expressions of that nature. Human acts are expressions
 of human nature. The highest act is self-cognition, the knowledge
 of the Divine in man, and uninhibited surrender to it. It is not a
 single act. It is a life-long experience in the manner of journey to
 destiny. The fulfilment takes place in accelerated momentum.
 Judaism and Christianity are phases in the history of Islam, its
 temporal expressions. These are forms that have, perhaps, become
 petrified and distorted in the course of history. But they are
 basically forms of Islam nevertheless. It is on this basis that the
 Qur'?n says, addressing the People of the Book :

 ?J?? V j VI JUxI VI pScjj j U:o ^"-u|T Jl IjJU? 1^? Ja1l? J?

 (??jl**dlj ?jSjWIj Ij?U ?j'jJIj I>uT ?jjJI 5l and (III : 64) M ^

 (V: 69) ?j*}* Vj ^J* <J??. UJU J** j>Vi fj*J!j ?*
 But it must also be added that in the revelation of the Qur'?n
 through Muhammad, Islam comes out in the clearest and most
 perfect expression and when this has been achieved, the religion
 is complete. Man ?abd) now knows his way (islam) to God, his

 Rabb. This is the meaning of th? verse :

 (V : 3) j?^Vl p& c~?j j j!**; pCU c^jcI j ?Z^s ??i clS\ ^Jl
 Conclusion: AUIsl?m is not mere outward conformity, nor is

 it inferior to al-?m?n. in the oft quoted verse XLIX : 14 is
 used in its literal sense?a military surrender which historically it
 was, and should not affect the general concept of Islam in the
 Qur'?n. Islam is the essence of the teaching of all the prophets ;
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 the Qur'an draws attention to this common element in all religions
 and shows it to be the true way?the only way. Muslim is a word
 of universal application for all those who find al-isl?m as the
 essence of their religious experience. A mumin (i.e., follower of

 Muhammad) is a Muslim because al-isl?m is his religion, but he
 walks in this path as a mu'min, that is, in the light of the example
 of Muhammad and the teaching of the Quran, all of which are
 part of his total religious experience. But not every Muslim is a
 mu'min since Muslim is applicable to the followers of the previous
 prophets also whether before or after the revelation of the Qur'?n.
 Islam is not a mu*mins exclusive possession but he knows it, while
 others do not know it fully. This fact makes him its champion
 and guardian.

 NOTES

 1. Muhammad b. Muhammad al-Bazdaw?, KitUb ?s?l aUDln, ed. Hans Peter
 Linss, Cairo, 1963,145-51.

 2. Al-Ras?'il al-Sab'ah fi 'U'Aq?'id, Hyderabad' (Dn), 1948, 59-60.

 3. Ibid., 60.

 4. Ibid., 7. The treatise is published as a part of Al-Ras?'il al-Sab'ah, op. cit.

 5. Al-Bazdaw?, op. cit., 154.

 6. Al-Stahrist?n?, Kit?b al-Milal wa -Nihal, ed. Muhammad b. Fath All?h
 Badr?n, Cairo, 1910, I : 53. The text of the hadith is as follows ;

 ?. J? 61 j *L?j j a~5~~ j *x$o3ta j ??l o? : f!?*JI aJ^
 61 : f%JI<uU Ju ? 6U*?-Vl U <Jtf ^A < ci'Jw? JU < ?>? j jJiJb

 ?31_iJl^ *1U ol^? ?& 6^ eld? V ^
 7. Al-S?ahrist?n?, op. cit., 1: 53-54.

 8. The name of the well-known religio-political party of the U. A.R.
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